Word Up

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Only 26 letters to learn and kids are on their way to a
much bigger world of words! Getting acquainted with
the alphabet early prepares very young children for
stringing them together into words later on. ABC and
word toys expose children to the symbols of their language in a playful environment making them familiar
companions before they become actual learning components. The following toys introduce letters and words
in ways that attract children to the building blocks of
language in ways that make learning F-U-N!

by Paige Gardner Smith

See ‘n Spin Alphabet Rack

Alphabet Soup
Sorters

(Blue Box / B Kids)

The new spin on the ABCs from Blue
Box is a simple yet brilliant take on a
traditional learning toy. The frame presents
five rows of bar-mounted spinning alphabet
tiles that feature letters on one side and
a corresponding image and word on the
reverse. Part of BKids ‘Soft and Safe’ lineup, the See ‘n Spin Alphabet Rack wooden
frame is designed with soft molded corners
and contact points so it won’t scratch surfaces or rake tender skin.
Used in either the upright position or laid down on a flat surface,
the letter tiles turn easily, helping the very youngest children
develop fine motor and sensory skills while older toddlers begin
to make letter-sound connections in preparation for reading. The
See n’ Spin Alphabet Rack is an ideal introduction to letters for the
littlest learners!

(Learning Resources)

One of the best games for
sorting out the alphabet and its
sounds, the Alphabet Soup Sorters
starts with 26 durable “soup cans”
with lids, one can for each letter. Included are cards for both upper and
lowercase letters (vowels are red, consonants are blue). For each can
there are also five object cards that feature real-life photos of everyday
items with the corresponding word on the reverse. Best used with adult
involvement at the beginning, children will discover the letter sounds
as they name the images on the object cards and begin to sort them into
the correct cans. As kids become familiar with the game, most are ready
go solo in the soup kitchen! Alphabet Soup Sorters is a sweet recipe for
growing kids’ confidence with letter and word recognition as they get
ready to read.

Zingo

Magnetic Poetry:
Really Big Words

(ThinkFun)

Combining the excitement of
Bingo with the challenge of learning
new words, Zingo is the coolest game
to help kids pick up on both common
and challenging sight words. Played
like Bingo, 72 sight word tiles can
be played on any of six double-sided
Zingo cards. The Zingo game cards
feature graphic image clues to help
pre-readers discern meaning and connect them with the sight word tiles.
After an adult introduces the game play, kids are usually good to play on
their own using the Zinger tile dispenser to pop out word tiles, while the
creative image hints on the cards help to make the sight word connections! An entertaining way for kids to pick up on the sight words that
don’t always make sense phonetically, the reading advantage goes to
Zingo!

(Magnetic Poetry)

It’s a common mistake to assume
young children can only recognize small
words. Preschoolers are perfectly primed to
recognize and “sight read” ANY words that
they see regularly...words that are read to
them during the course of the day. (Example:
Many children can “read” the name of their
grocery store before they can read simpler words). Ideal for covering
the front of the fridge, the Magnetic Poetry: Really Big Words includes over 80 magnetic words and letters that are easily manipulated
by small hands. Children can expand their reading vocabulary as they
play with the words daily and begin to make sight reading associations. With words ranging from simple to complex, kids and adults
alike will find themselves moving the plus-size words around to make
their own kind of poetry.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Living a Colorful Life
Just as a child’s vocabulary grows from the simplest words to complex sentences
as they mature, so too does their grasp of color. Beginning with the most basic colors of
black, red, blue and yellow, kids quickly learn to recognize the blending of primary colors
to add the greens, purples, orange and more. Even with crayon labels helping them expand
their rainbow, their maturing vision and vocabulary let them discern broader and more
diverse hues around them. They learn to associate them with their other senses until their
palette begins to overflow with colors that define much of their world. The following recommended reading titles shine the light on the life of color through the eyes of a child.

The Day the Crayons Quit

by Drew Daywalt, Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers (Philomel)
When young Duncan opens his coloring box, he discovers his crayons gone, and in their place a collection of letters explaining why they’ve quit. His crayons have essentially gone on strike, complaining
of their poor working conditions – each color has their own sad story to tell. Red is overworked (coloring fire engines and covering the big holidays of Christmas and Valentine’s Day). Beige is underworked
(and suggests more fields of wheat in drawings). Yellow and Orange both believe they are the true color
of the sun and are not currently speaking to each other. And poor White doesn’t even get used without
Black’s outline! The resignation letters are hilarious – and full of the crayons’ self-serving tips for young
readers to discover new ways to use ALL the colors at their disposal. From the furious scribbler to the
finicky colorist, the laugh-out-loud title will become a top shelf favorite for every budding artist in the family.

Colors for Zena

by Monica Wellington (Dial Books for Young Readers)
Waking up in a room of gray and muted hues, Zena is bursting to leave the house in search of all of her
colors! Through each two-page spread in this book, she navigates through every color that she loves. One
street is filled with yellow as a school bus and taxi move past yellow buildings and the flower shop. When
she turns the corner the pages burst with the reds of a fire truck, a double-decker bus, an art store and more
crimson hues. Zena adds all her favorite colors throughout her journey in the neighborhood. Ideal for
young readers who are just starting to identify colors with traditional objects, kids will enjoy finding all the
things that fit into the color schemes with each leg of Zena’s exploration!

My Cold Plum Lemon Pie Bluesy Mood

by Tameka Fryer Brown, Illustrated by Shane W. Evans (Viking)
Young Jamie has a very clear color sense of feelings. Associating colors with both the moments that
make him feel good and the times when he is not so happy, Jamie’s moods are colored by his experiences. One of his best moods is the purple kind; the cold plum-eating, grape juice-drinking, listening to
music kind of mood. But when his brothers send him off so they can play video games, Jamie’s mood
becomes colored by a stormy gray. His yellow mood is warmed up by baked corn pudding, lemon pie
and curry chicken, all served in a bright kitchen with his family. Supporting the associative sense of color
to communicate feelings, My Cold Plum Lemon Pie Bluesy Mood helps young readers articulate and
expand the sense of color beyond putting a crayon to the page.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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